Gender-Specific Relation Between Olfactory Sensitivity and Disgust Perception.
The perception of disgust is a powerful but yet puzzling emotion, aiming at the prevention of potential microbial pathogens and being directly linked to olfactory processing in its neurophysiological pathways via the anterior insular cortex. In sample of healthy participants with a natural variation in olfactory function, we investigated the relation between olfactory sensitivity and disgust perception. A total of 123 healthy individuals were surveyed with a disgust sensitivity questionnaire. Olfactory threshold was assessed in all participants using the Sniffin' Sticks. Additionally, tactile 2-point discrimination threshold was tested in a subgroup of the participants as a controlling factor for the specificity of the relationship between olfactory sensitivity and disgust. Only in men, a significant relation between disgust ratings and olfactory threshold was observed. Men with high olfactory sensitivity reported as high levels of disgust as female participants, while men with low olfactory sensitivity reported significantly lower disgust than women. There was no such relation for tactile sensitivity. Investigating sensory subscales of the disgust questionnaire, olfactory sensitivity was related to olfactory and tactile, but not to visual disgust ratings. In conclusion, there is a specific relation between the level of disgust and olfactory sensitivity in men, who generally present lower values of disgust than women. When disgust ratings are low, there seems to be an additional merit in the ability to perceive subtle olfactory stimuli. Thus high olfactory sensitivity may facilitate the perception of potential pathogenic threats and contribute to the evolutionary function of disgust as disease avoidance mechanism.